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ABSTRACT: The buying of grocery without any planning to do so in advance this is a 

suddenly buying whim or impulse this paper explores the effect of promotional approaches; 

attractive display of product; store environment and brand promoter convincing on (IB) 

impulse buying. This paper used the primary data. The data is collected from the public who 

are coming for shopping in grocery departmental stores in Lahore Pakistan through filling a 

questioner. The results shows Impulse buying affected from the predictor’s variables, the 

alternate hypothesis are accepted. This study is focused only for impulsive buying for Grocery 

purchasing but there are many other things which can be considered. The study is beneficial 

for making a different selling & retailing decisions. 

KEYWORDS: Impulse Buying, promotional approaches ‘Attractive display of product, Store 

environment and brand promoter convincing. 

 

INTRODUCTION 

Karbasivar et al., (2011) at the point when purchaser includes suddenly purchasing an item 

rapidly with help of the experience then Drive purchasing is happens. Desire is to buy is relating 

to delight and may empower the intricate clash. Obeidat (1989) says that sudden, persuading, 

hedonically multifaceted purchasing conduct in which the snappiness of an inspiration choice 

handle pieces attentive and sharp considered information and choices, Generally, these two 

definitions not simply look at on the possibility that unwise acquiring is off the cuff purchase 

that is an ensuing of an unconstrained and neglectful, however not so much unreasonable 

deviation from a 'shopping list'. They moreover inquired about the all weights as for 

multifaceted loaded with feeling nature of rushed acquiring. 

Tirmizi, -Rehman, &Saif, (2009) says that stores are the place in business sectors where 

everyone purchase the products; either arranged or impromptu. These stores exchange a great 

many merchandise on consistent schedule and clients are purchasing these items from their 

wages. The impromptu acquiring relies on upon the wage and investment funds, they saw many 

individuals who obtained the products without arranging, and this procedure is called 

motivation purchasing.  

This movement dependably relies on purchaser's pay and reserve funds that the amount they 

spare and spend to purchase these items. They analyzed that the greater part of the general 

population play out this movement spontaneous, so this impromptu action called motivation 

purchasing conduct. 

Karbasivar et al., (2011) say that IBB is depending on the customer nature & their mood. When 

a person saw the store display and shelves then he/she take a decision of impulse buying. He 

also define that there the consumer bought the product approx. 50% accidently during small or 

large purchasing because consumers take a rational decision. The retailing business is 
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worldwide experiencing massive trends outstanding to the constantly changing nature of buyer 

tastes, intake patterns and buying behaviors. Karbasivar et al., (2011) says that both factors 

including internal & external create disclosure on buying behavior of customers.  

Zutshi, Creed, & Sohal, (2009) verified that retailer's capacity relies on the reasonably offer its 

items, what's more, by and large depends on upon the figured vitality of its promoting mix 

works out. In Pakistan, notwithstanding, other displaying practices and in-store publicizing 

happenings, for instance, store condition, introductions of things, discounting and headways, 

through encompassing sounds and strong store staff are out and out required in both winning 

customers and encouraging them to spend more. Store headways, Pakistani retailers are 

generally away to get further into the customers' totes at the reason for acquiring through 

persuading rushed (unconstrained) purchases. Given the vitality of unwise acquiring in pushing 

salary and advantages up, most publicists have since endeavored to affect the in-store decisions 

of their potential customers through making charming, engaging and exhibit day bleeding edge 

circumstances going from encompassing sounds, positive ventilation, invigorated aroma, 

appealing store design, in store appears and effective shop relates notwithstanding different 

things. 

Karbasivar et al., (2011) investigated that the environment for shopping in mall is a very 

significant factor of impulsive buying. Micro variables produced it which are to particular 

shopping situation and narrowed to a specific environmental space. 

After reviewing this study will find the possible components of Impulse buying for grocery in 

Lahore Pakistan & these components how effected the decisions of consumers in Pakistan.   

The background, store display, promotions in store, music, prices, shop congestion, shop 

cleanliness & store personnel are the causes of shopping. I found the supportive literature on 

IB in many other contexts but sill there was a gap of research in the area of grocery purchasing 

before it was not explored thus this study will be significant. 

 

LITERATURE REVIEW 

Karbasivar et al., (2011) attempted to find the factors/calculates that influence client drive 

purchasing conduct. The review utilized study inquires about strategy with a specimen size of 

275 respondents gathered from Abdan, Iran. To check the dependability in information, 

chronbach's Alpha esteem was measured. To test the factors, the review built up a Structure 

Condition Demonstrating (SEM) with Straight Basic Connections (LISREL). Comes about 

demonstrated that drive purchasing conduct was more influenced with money rebate and 

window show when contrasted with charge card and free items. G Crawford, (2003) says that 

advertisers ought to advance a decent store format to expand of the buyer. An all-around 

prepared sales representative can diminish disappointment by managing and helping the 

shopper in the buy procedure and actuate motivation purchasing conduct and store 

atmospherics is essential to animate drive buy. Store administrators can take a gander at various 

natural plan factors to build incitement in their shops.  

Imprudence once in a while relies on upon store. Item cost is another variable of motivation 

purchasing. Buyers have a tendency to be more incautious when there are deals or item rebates, 

low negligible requirement for the thing, short item life, littler sizes, and simplicity of capacity 
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(A. Wong, 2003). Nearness of others improves the probability of drive buy. For instance, when 

people are in a gathering, they have a tendency to eat more. People, who see self-inconsistency 

attempt to utilize material merchandise to remunerate the disparity, have driven purchasing 

propensities. These factors for the most part impact the buyers to do the drive buy suddenly 

(Luo, 2004). 

Tirmizi, -Rehman, & Saif, (2009) find out the relationship of dependent & independent 

variables like consumer lifestyle of shopping, consumer fashion involvement , pre & post 

decision stage of CPB (consumer Purchase behavior). They collected the data from 165 

respondents (high income group in Pakistan); their results clearly define a weak relation in life 

style, fashion & post decision stage of consumer behavior with IBB as compared to CBB. Pre 

decision stage of CBB established a strong relationship with IBB. 

Crispen, (2009) examined the effect of in-store shopping condition on impulsive acquiring 

among client. The survey used diagram analyzes method. A total of 320 clients beneficially 

tried at picked mall in Master Williams' town, South Africa, filled in as an example. The 

eventual outcome of the audit had exhibited that coupons and vouchers, store show, 

advertisements and headways, practices of shop staff and furthermore cost were the 

fundamental immense determinants of inspiration acquiring among the 9 parts inspected. 

Chattopadhyay, Shivani, & Krishnan, (2009) investigated the components of framework blend 

straightforwardly and by implication both and value mark in instabilities of brand traits. In this 

review, they utilized advertising components including direct and circuitous. This exploration 

was led in India. They utilized example of 22 buyers through India. In that, 2 were regard 

brands, 3 limit brands and 15 economy brands. Likewise 22 respondents, 2 industrialists 

businesspeople, 3 were in the top administration in the business, 4 were focal administration, 

while 2 were in the low-positioning administration level, 2 individuals were understudies, 5 

individuals were agents, while 4 individuals were expert. The outcomes were demonstrated 

that factors have solid cooperation with each other. 

Dipta Dharmesti, (2012) recognized the part of utilization as an arbiter of outer boosts and 

disposition to online drive purchasing choice, and the part of recurrence of the web based 

shopping as the middle person utilization motivation online hasty purchasing choice 

relationship. The information was gathered from 104 respondents with different foundations, 

and investigated utilizing Intervene Relapse Examination and Directed Relapse Examination. 

The connection between utilization motivation and online drive purchasing choice is directed 

by recurrence of internet shopping. 

Obeidat, (1989) recognized the part of utilization as an arbiter of outer boosts and disposition 

to online drive purchasing choice, and the part of recurrence of the web based shopping as the 

middle person utilization motivation online hasty purchasing choice relationship. The 

information was gathered from 104 respondents with different foundations, and investigated 

utilizing Intervene Relapse Examination and Directed Relapse Examination. The connection 

between utilization motivation and online drive purchasing choice is directed by recurrence of 

internet shopping.  

Hung, (2008) concentrated on female buyer motivation purchasing conduct in the earth of 

online business. In this examination, the specialist gathered the statistic information. In this 

exploration consider, review strategy is utilized and Cronbach's Alpha is utilized to gauge 

information dependability. In this review, it is demonstrated that five elements like 
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advancement and promotion, condition jolts, situational elements and client motivation 

purchasing propensities and item related elements are incorporated. But advancement and 

publicizing, all elements add to impact the conduct of female online drive purchasing. 

Park, Kim, & Forney, (2006) directed the exploration with the reason to decide the positive 

feeling, easygoing relationship among design enlistment, hedonic utilization propensity, and 

form arranged motivation purchasing in shopping setting. They utilized survey technique and 

get reaction from 217 understudies. For information examination, Structure Condition 

Demonstrating (SEM) and relationship lattice was utilized. Assessed LISREL was 8.53 which 

were most extreme in probability. In this review, mold inclusion and positive feeling would 

influence decidedly on shoppers form situated motivation conduct of purchasing additionally 

design association got most prominent impact. Hedonic propensity of utilization had a critical 

middle person in persuasive form arranged of motivation purchasing. 

 

Research Model 

Independent Variables       Dependent 

Variable 

Promotional Approaches 

Attractive Display of Product 

Store Environment 

Brand Promoter Convincing  

 

 

H1: 

Ho= There is no connection between Promotional approaches and impulsive buying. 

H1= There is a connection between Promotional approaches and impulsive buying. 

H2: 

Ho= There is no connection between Attractive Display of Product and impulsive buying. 

H1= There is a connection between Attractive Display of Product and impulsive buying. 

H3: 

Ho= There is no connection between Store environment and impulsive buying. 

H1= There is a connection between Store environment and impulsive buying. 

H4: 

Ho= There is no connection between Brand promoter convincing and impulsive buying. 

H1= There is a connection between Brand promoter convincing and impulsive buying. 

 

Impulsive 

Buying 
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The testing of hypothesis is limited to the primary data collected from the area of 

Lahore  

Table 1: References for the Questionnaire 

Questions Reference 

Impulsive buying: 

1. I go shopping to change my mood. 

2.  I feel a sense of excitement when I make an impulse 

purchase. 

3. I feel regret when I make an impulse purchase. 

Youn& Faber, 

2000 (1-3) 

4.  I have difficulty controlling my urge to buy when I see a 

good offer. 

Han, 1987; Rook 

& Hoch, 1985; 

Weun, Jones, & 

Betty, 1997; Youn 

& Faber, 2000 (4) 

5.  When I see a good deal, I tend to buy more than that I 

intended to buy. 

Beatty &Ferrel, 

1998; Youn, 2000 

(5) 

6. I am actually impulse shopper Amna , Shahzad 

2014 

Attractive Display of Product 

7. Sometimes I only visit shops because there window displays 

are beautiful.  

8. I pay attention to shop’s window display. 

9. I am interested in shopping at well-designed window shops. 

JIYEON KIM 

BS, The Catholic 

University of 

Korea, Republic of 

Korea, 1991 

BFA, American 

Intercontinental 

University, 2000 

store-environment 

10. In-store scent motivates me for unplanned purchasing.  

11. Good music motivates me to do unplanned buying.  

12. I do not do unplanned shopping at crowed place. 

Amna , Shahzad 

2014 

Promotional offer  

13. Low price offers motivates me for unplanned buying of 

cloths. 

14. I am a price sensitive person. 

15. If I see an interesting promotional offer (reduced price, sales 

promotion, and etc.) on in-store signs, I tend to buy.  

(Beatty & 

Ferrel,1998; 

Youn& Faber, 

2000) 

Brand Promoter Convincing  

16. If a brand promoter convincing of a product features, benefits 

& realize that this is need for me, I tend to buy 
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METHODOLOGY 

Survey Method: 

In this study, 16 questions are used. The questioners consist of five sections, The First section 

consisted of questions to determine the respondents' gender, age & income, 2nd section of 

questionnaire is related to the respondent’s impulse buying (question# 1-6). 3rd section is 

related to attractive display of products (question# 7-9), 4th section determined impact of Store 

environment on impulse buying (question# 10-12), 5th sec determined impact of promotional 

approaches (question# 13-15). Section 6th sec determined the impact of Brand promoter 

convincing (question# 16).  

Data collection method: 

Questionnaire are used for research tool, 325 questionnaires are distributed among respondents. 

315 questionnaires were collected and only 300 were useable. There are 16 questions measured 

with 5 point Likert scale from (1) Strongly Agree to (5) strongly Disagree. Statistical Packages 

for Social Science’s (SPSS) software is used for data analysis. 

Data Analysis method: 

To finding the relationship of Promotional approach (PA), attractive display of product (ADP), 

Store environment (SE) and Brand promoter convincing (BPC) on the impulse buying (IB) in 

grocery stores Lahore Pakistan, First regression equation used, to check the reliability of data 

chronbach’s alpha then ‘Multiple Linear Regression (with no-intercept) Model’ given as 

IB = β1PA + β2 ADP +β3 SE+β4 BPC+ ε - - - - - - - (Eq. I) 

Here; 

IB = Impulse Buying  

PA= Promotional Approach 

ADP = Attractive Display of product  

SE= Store Environment 

BPC= Brand Promoter Convincing 

ε = Error Term 

There are 15 super markets (Glossary stores) working in Lahore city, which are falling in 

Local Trade Markets “LMT Stores” These stores are selected for the respondents : 

1. Akbari Departmental Store Jain Mandir 

2. Decent Departmental store Wahdat road 

3. Raheem Deptartmental store allama iqbal town 

4. Al Fatha Store Gulberg 

5. Sawera Store Shadman 

6. Rainbow Cash & carry EME 
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7. Euro Store Johar Town 

8. Green Walley The Mall of Lahore 

9. Hyper Star  Fortress  

10. Metro Cash & Carry Thokar 

11. Rahat Store Wapda town 

12. HKB Super Store Mall Road 

13. Valencia Cash & Carry 

14. Jalal Sons Main Market 

15. Victoria Store Model Town Link Road 

 

FINDING & RESULTS 

Descriptive Statistics Table 1 

Statistics 

 male/femal

e 

Age 

N 
Valid 300 296 

Missing 0 4 

 

Frequency Table 

Gender 

 Frequenc

y 

Percent Valid 

Percent 

Cumulative 

Percent 

Valid 

Male 150 50.0 50.0 50.0 

Female 150 50.0 50.0 100.0 

Total 300 100.0 100.0  

 

Age 

 Frequenc

y 

Percent Valid 

Percent 

Cumulative 

Percent 

Valid 

20-25 104 34.7 35.1 35.1 

26-30 62 20.7 20.9 56.1 

31-40 80 26.7 27.0 83.1 

41-49 24 8.0 8.1 91.2 

50+ 26 8.7 8.8 100.0 

Total 296 98.7 100.0  

Missing 9999.00 4 1.3   

Total 300 100.0   
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Correlation Analysis 

Parson’s Co-Efficient of correlation 

  

shopping 

to change 

my mood 

window 

display 

beautiful 

Attentio

n to shop 

display 

interested 

in well-

designed 

shops 

scent 

motiv

ates 

Good 

Music 

Motivates 

no 

shoppin

g in 

crowed 

low 

price 

offer 

Price 

sensi

tive 

Promo

tional 

offers 

Brand 

promot

er 

convinc

ing 

shopping to 

change my 

mood 

1.000           

window 

display 

beautiful 

.057 1.000          

Attention to 

shop 

display 

.022 .378 1.000         

interested 

in well-

designed 

shops 

-.006 .428 .442 1.000        

scent 

motivates 

.309 -.055 -.011 .002 1.000       

Good Music 

Motivates 

.308 .057 -.077 .058 .330 1.000      

no shopping 

in crowed 

.017 -.044 -.024 -.041 .004 .057 1.000     

low price 

offer 

-.054 .212 .125 .153 -.053 .067 .091 1.000    

Price 

sensitive 

.040 -.010 .034 .008 .073 .136 .158 .228 1.000   

Promotiona

l offers 

.167 .184 .158 .235 .167 .034 -.058 .314 .082 1.000  

Brand 

promoter 

convincing 

.364 .089 -.088 .037 .448 .287 -.040 .019 .031 .261 1.000 

Level of Significant of Correlation is at 0.001 (two-tailed). N= 300 

This Table shows the positive & negative association of dependent variable & all 

independent variables  

 

Missing Value Analysis 

The missing value of all variables are less than 5% means there is MCAR Missing completely 

at random no need to imputation thus t-test & crosstab tables not produced 
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Table 2 

Univariate Statistics 

 N Mean Std. Deviation Missing No. of Extremesa 

Count Percent Low High 

Gender 300 1.5000 .50084 0 .0 0 0 

Question1 299   1 .3   

Question2 297   3 1.0   

Question3 296   4 1.3   

Question4 298   2 .7   

Question5 299   1 .3   

Question6 297   3 1.0   

Question7 299   1 .3   

Question8 298   2 .7   

Question9 296   4 1.3   

Question10 299   1 .3   

Question11 297   3 1.0   

Question12 295   5 1.7   

Question13 298   2 .7   

Question14 300   0 .0   

Question15 300   0 .0   

Question16 299   1 .3   

a. Number of cases outside the range (Q1 - 1.5*IQR, Q3 + 1.5*IQR). 

 

Reliability 

To measure the reliability of the data cronbach’s alpha value is 0.710 that shows the data is 

reliable & on the basis of this data the conclusion can be drawn. 

  

 

 

 

 

Regression Analysis: 

The tables#3 show the results which are find out on the basis of multiple regressions to find 

the relationship between the in-dependent & dependent variables. The hypothesis H1, H2, H3 

& H4 is accepted on the basis of P<0.05 its mean there is a strong relationship is involved  

 

 

 

 

Cronbach's 

Alpha 

N of 

Items 

0.710 16 
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Table 3: 

 

Findings of the study shows that Promotional approaches, Attractive display of products, store 

environment & Brand promoter convincing has a positive effect on Impulse buying. It may 

influence the customers while shopping & it’s not only intension of shopping that takes the 

customers to the stores but the study proves that IB is found in shopping of grocery & customers 

are attract towards the possible determinants of Impulse buying . 

ANOVAa 

Model Sum of 

Squares 

df Mean 

Square 

F Sig. 

1 

Regression 114.936 10 11.494 7.443 .000b 

Residual 416.922 270 1.544   

Total 531.858 280    

a. Dependent Variable: Impulse Buying 

b. Predictors: (Constant), Brand promoter convincing, low price offer, no 

shopping in crowed, Attention to shop display, Price sensitive, Good Music 

Motivates, Promotional offers, window display beautiful, scent motivates, 

interested in well-designed shops 

 

Model Summary 

Mod

el 

R R 

Square 

Adjusted 

R Square 

Std. Error 

of the 

Estimate 

Change Statistics Durbin-

Watson 

R Square 

Change 

F 

Change 

df1 df2 Sig. F 

Change 

 

1 .465a .216 .187 1.24264 .216 7.443 10 270 .000 1.769 

a. Predictors: (Constant), Brand promoter convincing, low price offer, no shopping in 

crowed, Attention to shop display, Price sensitive, Good Music Motivates, Promotional 

offers, window display beautiful, scent motivates, interested in well-designed shops 

b. Dependent Variable: Impulse Buying 

 

The value of Coefficient of determination (R2) 0.187 & the value of adjusted R square is 

0.216, means that 18.7% of variations in the independent variable which explained through 

dependent variable, cross checking from the value of Durbin Watson value 1.769 these values 

also show significance overall , further the value of F 7.443 with the significance level of 

0.000. 

  Constant PA ADP SE BPC 

t-values 20.292 7.485 5.633 16.6444 18.862 

P- values 0.000 0.001 0.004 0.000 0.000 

Result of 

Hypothesis   H1 H2 H3 H4 

Testing   Accepted Accepted Accepted Accepted 
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CONCLUSION  

The review inspects the degree of arranged and motivation buys among Pakistani customers. 

Dominant part of purchasers in Pakistan arrange their buys. To propel drive acquiring retailers 

should make a store circumstance where the negative perspective of inspiration are diminished. 

Advertisements may be expected to stretch the non-budgetary prizes of inspiration obtaining. 

Since, bigger piece of the purchases is orchestrated, stores should have extraordinarily 

understandable condition and complete dares to propel shopping viability. We locate the strong 

writing from different settings be that as it may, the review fills the hole in Pakistan. More 

fundamentally, this survey highlights the components impacting organized or rash purchases. 

Preceding the visit to a retail outlet, the thing class, purchase repeat appears, in every way, to 

be a basic component. Things acquired less a great part of the time tend to twist up observably 

rash purchases. Since, most respondents obtained toiletries for individual use, correspondence 

campaigns that invigorate generosity or ruining self would be feasible.  

Things that enter the step by step singular services of customers could wind up observably 

viable in the market. Also, the learning of thing arrangements related or acquired together is in 

like manner essential in store design arranges and racking frameworks. Inside the store, 

customers take a gander at brands and get information from superbness specialists to support 

their organized purchases. This proposes promoters and retailers need to design shopping 

conditions that decrease the typical shopping difficulties of their goal purchasers. Comprehend 

that clients have contrasting sorts and measures of thing and store realizing, which may impact 

their navigational request strategies. Among the measurement calculates simply age was found 

to impact masterminded/drive purchases. To market high-drive things retailers and producers 

are urged to concentrate on their displaying attempts to more young people who are seen to be 

frail to making inspiration purchases. Future research may explore the layout of an all the more 

effective scale which could help clear up the association between masterminded/drive 

purchases and retail look techniques. Distinctive parts that may impact orchestrated or perhaps 

drive should be examined in future surveys, for instance, cost and store progression. The 

proximity of regular affectation variables, for instance, scent and sound or appealing store 

introductions may coordinate the choice of request systems and making inspiration purchases. 

Masters in like manner suggest that purchasers partake in multipurpose shopping treks and they 

advance and in reverse among epistemic and hedonic interest strategies all through their 

shopping learning. 

Limitations of the Study 

The study is only focuses on quantitative research while qualitative method for this research 

would also be beneficial to check the validity of hypothesis. The research study focused only 

for impulsive buying for grocery shopping mall but there is a lot of many things a person uses 

in daily life, further study can be conducted. 
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